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Variations in elemental abundances in carbonate archives offer a wealth of information that can be used as

a proxy for the palaeoenvironment and diagenetic history. The state-of-the-art portable handheld X-ray

Fluorescence (pXRF) and laboratory micro X-ray Fluorescence (mXRF) instruments provide a relatively

inexpensive, fast and non-destructive way of acquiring these trace element composition data. However,

there are well-known issues and limitations regarding the method of spectrum acquisition and the

conversion of XRF spectra into quantitative elemental mass fractions. This study offers a guideline for the

appropriate use of these XRF techniques for the study of carbonates. Using certified calcium carbonate

and dolomite standards, accuracy and reproducibility of a pXRF (Bruker AXS Tracer IV) and a mXRF

(Bruker M4 Tornado) device are tested under various measurement conditions. The experimental set-up

allowed for the variation of several parameters, including the measurement area, integration time,

quantification method and measurement strategy. The effects on the accuracy and reproducibility of the

quantified elemental abundance results are examined to assess the optimal performance conditions for

both devices for the determination of trace element abundances in natural carbonates. The limits of

detection and quantification are evaluated for both instruments for a range of trace elements commonly

used as palaeoenvironmental proxies (e.g. Sr, Mn and Fe). The quality of the XRF spectra is evaluated

using spectral processing software. As a result, two new methods for the determination of optimized

parameter combinations are proposed for a range of commonly used elements. The Time of Stable

Reproducibility (TSR) is based on optimizing the measurement reproducibility by examining the change

of the relative standard deviation per time unit and proposing an integration time threshold for

reproducible measurements. The Time of Stable Accuracy (TSA) is based on optimizing the

measurement accuracy by studying changes in accuracy as a function of increasing integration time and

defining an integration time threshold for accurate measurements. An overview table including minimum

integration times by which a reliable measurement is achieved is provided for all analyzed elements and

experimental set-ups for this study. However, the methodological approach that is developed here is

applicable to other (carbonate) materials as well. A comparison between the two X-ray fluorescence

instruments allows the evaluation of their respective advantages and disadvantages. Finally, we

recommend optimal measurement strategies and techniques for specific research questions.
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1. Introduction

Modern X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) based techniques provide an
adequate, low-cost and rapid answer to many analytical prob-
lems in a wide variety of research disciplines.1 In the case of
energy-dispersive XRF, multiple elements can be measured
simultaneously with high sensitivity. The non-destructive
aspect of the technique is a major advantage when working with
precious and/or rare museum or collection samples (e.g. fossils,
art pieces and precious artifacts). Laboratory-scale XRF instru-
ments are now widely available and offer a high sample output
J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2017, 32, 1211–1223 | 1211
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alternative, which does not require the extensive sample prep-
aration of other trace element analysis techniques (e.g. Induc-
tively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS), Inductively
Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES) and
Synchrotron Radiation induced X-ray Fluorescence (SR-XRF)).
XRF techniques are also competitive in terms of cost per
measurement.

A broad range of approaches and instruments is currently
available for laboratory-scale XRF. Over the last few decades,
micro-X-ray Fluorescence (mXRF) was made possible by the
improvement of X-ray optics allowing for a micrometer scale
spatial resolution.2 Small spot sizes allow for more precise
sampling strategies in the case of inhomogeneous materials.
Portable X-ray Fluorescence (pXRF) devices make in situ
measurements possible, paving the path for direct eld anal-
yses.3,4 Moreover, an additional advantage of pXRF is that it can
be used under controlled lab conditions as a less expensive
alternative to exclusively laboratory-based devices.

Variations in elemental abundances in calcium carbonate and
dolomite materials are frequently studied, offering a wealth of
paleoenvironmental proxy information. They are an interesting
substrate for laboratory scale XRF analysis in the eld of paleo-
environmental reconstruction. Their applications in earth and
environmental sciences are numerous: e.g. (1) XRF core scanning
yields near-continuous records of elemental intensities and
ratios,5–8 (2) elemental mapping or imaging has the potential to
reveal the spatial distribution of elements in a sample,9 (3)
studying the composition of (carbonate or bioapatite) skeletons
can reveal seasonal records of paleoclimate proxies,10–13 (4) deter-
mination of variations in trace elements in speleothems to trace
back hydrogeochemical processes,14–16 (5) ancient artefacts can be
characterized for archeological purposes17–20 and many more.

Despite the substantial convenience of using XRF methods
on a broad variety of samples, one drawback is the plethora of
potential uses and experimental set-ups that can hamper
a correct interpretation and comparison of results from
different studies. For this reason, profound characterization of
the effects inuencing the reliability of the nal results is
essential.21,22 On the one hand, there are variations in results
caused by differences in sample properties such as water
contents,23,24 sample matrix effects,1 sample (in)homogeneity
and different sample geometries25 as well as surface effects.26

On the other hand, there are variations in measurement
conditions, including different beam spot sizes,18 bulk versus
single-particle analysis,27 different detection limits and mass
fractions of desired elements18 and different instrumental set-
ups.9 These changing parameters are equally important for
geological XRF.6,8,28–32 Specically, for carbonates, Wheeler28

carried out an exploratory study on limestones and dolomites
while Quye-Sawyer et al.32 evaluated the use of handheld XRF on
carbonate eld samples. Due to the variety in measurement
parameters, it is crucial to dene criteria for a reliable
measurement that are independent of these parameters.

To determine thresholds for the reliable detection and quan-
tication of XRF results in geological studies, it is common prac-
tice to calculate lower limits of detection and quantication based
on the error of deconvolution. This error of deconvolution is the
1212 | J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2017, 32, 1211–1223
error of calculating elemental composition based on element
peaks in the spectrum and on solutions of the Sherman equation
(on which the fundamental parameter quantication is based33–36).
Such thresholds include the Lower Limit of Detection (LLD36)
which is approximated by three standard deviations of deconvo-
lution and the Lower Limit of Quantication (LLQ38) in turn
approximated by 10 standard deviations of deconvolution.
However, the aforementioned range of different applications and
samples calls for a method to determine such thresholds in a way
that takes into account not only errors related to the deconvolution
of the XRF spectra, but also errors that are invoked by differences
in themeasurement conditions, such as sample geometry, sample
preparation and matrix effects. The matrix effect is an important
issue in X-ray based analyses. The matrix effect is the combined
effect of the sample matrix on the absorption, penetration and
uorescence of X-rays that occurs when travelling through the
sample.1 Because of the importance of the matrix effect on XRF
measurements, it is difficult to determine the right measurement
conditions for any sample. This is why, in any study, quality tests
for different measurement conditions should be conducted
specically for the material studied.

This study explores a new method of determining minimum
requirements for a reliable XRF measurement based on total
accuracy (i.e. the agreement of measured value with certied
value) and reproducibility (i.e. the closeness of agreement
between independent results obtained with the same method,
IUPAC39) errors rather than solely on errors of deconvolution.
Therefore, the effect of actual measurement time and experi-
mental set-up using both mXRF and pXRF on calcium carbonate
and dolomite materials is investigated. Certied powdered
calcium carbonate and dolomite standards were repeatedly
measured under laboratory conditions with a state-of-the-art
mXRF device using different set-ups and different measurement
times. The same standards were repeatedly measured under
laboratory conditions with the pXRF for different measurement
times. The reproducibility and accuracy for both the mXRF and
pXRF were compared with each other and with High Resolution
Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (HR-ICP-MS)
measurements. In doing so, we propose two new criteria (the
Time of Stable Reproducibility, TSR, and the Time of Stable
Accuracy, TSA) to determine which measurement strategy is
optimal in terms of achieving reproducibility and accuracy for
both commercially available instruments and for a range of
elements. These two proposed ways of evaluation can be applied
to other XRF systems, other materials and even other measure-
ment techniques where the measurement time also plays an
important role. Finally, as an example, a recommendation of
a minimal measurement time for each element of interest in the
samples of this study analyzed under laboratory conditions using
various mXRF and pXRF based sampling strategies is provided.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Standards and instrumentation

All measurements were performed on ISO-certied CRM393
(ECRM 752-1), CRM512 and ECRM 782-1 powder graded (D < 75
mm, 200 mesh) standards (Bureau of Analyzed Samples Ltd.,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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UK). The CRM393 is a standard for limestone, while CRM512
and ECRM782 are dolomite standards. Mass fractions of ten
different elements (K, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn and Sr) were
determined using a Bruker Tracer IV Hand Held portable XRF
device (HHpXRF, hereaer: pXRF). The pXRF is equipped with
a 2 W Rh anode X-ray tube and a 10 mm2 Silicon Dri Detector
(SDD) with a resolution of 145 eV (Mn-Ka). The X-ray beam was
focused on a 6 mm by 8 mm integrated area using a Pd colli-
mator. X-ray spectra from the pXRF were deconvoluted and
quantied using the standard factory “Soil Fundamental
Parameters” method. The fundamental parameters (FP)
method makes use of the theoretical relationship between X-ray
uorescence and material composition as determined by
Sherman.33 The factory-calibrated quantication method of the
pXRF uses this fundamental principle with a correction based
on a soil standard.

Mass fractions of 21 elements (Cl, Br, Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, K,
Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Rb, Sr, Ba and Pb) were deter-
mined using the Bruker M4 Tornado micro XRF (hereaer:
mXRF) under near-vacuum conditions (20 mbar). The mXRF used
a 30 W Rh anode metal-ceramic X-ray tube and a 30 mm2 SSD
with a resolution of 145 eV (Mn-Ka). The X-ray beam was
focused by a poly-capillary lens on a spot with a diameter of 25
mm (Mo-Ka). X-ray spectra of the mXRF were deconvoluted and
quantied with Bruker Esprit soware using FP quantication
calibrated with one-standard calibration based on the CRM393
limestone standard. Calibration of the quantication procedure
was performed by determining the offset of measured values
using a long (1800 s) integration time and certied values of the
standard and adjusting the weighing factors in the Esprit so-
ware accordingly (see ESI 1 and 2†).

Mass fractions of 19 elements (Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, K, Ca, Ti,
Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Rb, Sr, Ba and Pb) in all three standards
were independently determined by High Resolution Inductively
Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (HR-ICP-MS ELEMENT2,
Thermo Finnigan, Bremen, Germany). Duplicate samples of
�10mg were digested in 2mL 16M ultrapure nitric acid (HNO3)
on an 80 �C hotplate until completely dissolved, aer which the
solution was le to evaporate. The residue was redissolved in
100 mL 2% HNO3, resulting in a total dilution factor of 10 000,
which was necessary for mass fractions of the elements of
interest to be detectable (ng g�1 range) by the HR-ICP-MS. Each
sample was measured twice and HR-ICP-MS results were cor-
rected using a linear regression with 5 in-house standard
solutions. Dri of the machine was corrected by spiking each
sample with 100 mg g�1 indium-solution. For all elements,
except Na and Cu, the difference in result between duplicate
measurements (reproducibility) was found to be on average
3.5% relative to the measured value.
2.2 Measurement strategies

To test the effect of integration time on the reproducibility of
the XRF results, measurements were carried out on a attened
surface of all standard powders using a range of integration
times. A xed amount of powder was placed in cylindrical
plastic sample holders with a diameter of 13.7 mm and a depth
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
of 7 mm (�1 cm3). The powder was manually pressed to ensure
homogeneous packing. Examination of the spatial variation in
the size of the Rh Compton peaks was used to ensure that
packing was homogeneous.2 The means and standard devia-
tions of reproducibility were calculated based on 30 repeated
measurements for each integration time. To facilitate direct
comparison between different measurement strategies and
elements, the Relative Standard Deviation (RSD, or coefficient

of variation; RSD ¼ s

m
in which s represents the SD and m the

average value of the measurement) was calculated. The RSD is
a unit-less measure for the variation within repeated measure-
ments and can therefore be used to compare the precision of
measurements whose results are not in the same order of
magnitude. It is used in this study to directly compare results
from pXRF and mXRF and between different elements. The
ARTAX spectral analysis soware (Bruker, Germany) was used to
extract signal-to-noise ratios and RSDs of the spectral decon-
volution method (RSD of deconvolution) from each spectrum
measured by pXRF and mXRF. The effect of different strategies
of measuring powdered samples in the mXRF was tested by
comparing the result of these strategies amongst themselves
and with pXRF measurements. Samples were not prepared as
pressed powder pellets (as is common for XRF measurements)
to allow sample retrieval aer measurement without contami-
nation by pellet binders or change of matrix, retaining the non-
destructive aspect of the technique. pXRF measurements were
repeated on the same area with integration times of 3 s, 10 s, 30
s, 60 s, 90 s and 120 s. The following four measurement strat-
egies for mXRF measurements were compared:

(1) Mapping strategy: an 8.5 mm � 8.5 mm (72.25 mm2) area
of the attened surface of CRM393 standard powder was map-
ped at 25 mm (spot size) spatial resolution (340 � 340 points),
and the XRF sum spectra of maps were quantied. This proce-
dure was repeated for total integration times of 300 s, 600 s and
1800 s. Shorter integration times were not possible for the given
surface due to limitations of the movement speed of the mXRF's
XYZ stage.

(2) Single spot strategy: a single 25 mm spot on the CRM 393
powder surface was measured with varying integration times of
3 s, 10 s, 30 s, 60 s, 120 s, 300 s, 600 s, and 1800 s.

(3) Multiple spot strategy: to measure the effect of sample
surface heterogeneity, measurements were executed on 30
different 25 mm spots on the powder surface of all three stan-
dards. This procedure was repeated for a range of integration
times (3 s, 10 s, 30 s, 60 s, 120 s, 300 s, 600 s, and 1800 s). The
locations of the multiple spots were kept constant between
different integration times.

(4) Average spot strategy: to simulate the strategy of
measuring 10 different spots on a powdered surface and aver-
aging the results, the measurements obtained from 10 spots,
which were sub-sampled randomly from the multiple spot
strategy described above, were averaged for each integration
time.

For the comparison of the results of the different set-ups the
elements Ca, Fe, Sr and Mn were chosen, because they are
elements that are oen measured, cover a wide range of mass
J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2017, 32, 1211–1223 | 1213
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fractions in the standards, and are therefore t to illustrate the
limitations of the different measurement strategies.
3. Results
3.1 Elemental mass fractions of the standards

Fig. 1 illustrates the changes in the quantied mass fractions of
Sr, Mn, Fe and Ca with increasing integration times, measured
by mXRF using the single spot strategy on the CRM393 standard.
Results for all elements and all measurement strategies are
given in ESI 2.† The mass fractions determined by HR-ICP-MS
are shown as well and fall within one SD of the certied values
of the CRM393 standard, showing that HR-ICP-MS measure-
ments successfully reproduce certied values of the standards
(see also ESI data 3†). Mass fractions measured by mXRF
describe an asymptotic evolution towards a stable value (close
to the standard certied mass fraction) with increasing
measurement time. Variation within 30 repeated measure-
ments decreases with longer integration times (>60 s) for all
four elements. The spread reached in the mXRF measurements
aer 60 seconds is lower than the error on the certied values
and the error on the HR-ICP-MS measurements.

The average mass fractions measured using short integra-
tion times vary signicantly from those obtained using long
Fig. 1 Change in the measured mass fraction of Ca, Fe, Sr and Mn wit
Horizontal lines are certified values and narrow error bars are certified err
measurements. Diamonds and error bars on the right side of the graph

1214 | J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2017, 32, 1211–1223
integration times. For example, Ca mass fractions of all 30
measurements with a 3 second integration time are signi-
cantly higher than all 30 samples measured with a 300 s inte-
gration time or longer. The mXRF measurements taken with
short integration times (<60 s) also oen result in values outside
the statistical range of the certied value. For Sr and Fe, the
average value calculated from 30 measurements with less than
60 s integration-time is more than one SD off the certied value.
Mass fractions of elements measured using a long integration
time (>60 s) are closer to certied mass fractions of the stan-
dard. The integration time for which a statistically acceptable
value (within the error of the certied values) is reached differs
between different elements.
3.2 Deconvolution and reproducibility error

An overview of the evolution of RSDs of deconvolution and RSDs
of reproducibility through increasing integration time for
measurements using the multiple spot strategy on the CRM393
standard is shown for all elements in Fig. 2. The multiple spot
strategy was applied here because the precisions include errors
caused by heterogeneity of the pressed powder surface. There-
fore, the multiple spot strategy simulates a more realistic
approximation of the precisions reached by measuring a single,
h increasing integration times using the same spot method on mXRF.
ors (1s) on the standard. Shaded regions indicate the spread of the mXRF
show the results of HR-ICP-MS measurements.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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random spot on the sample surface using the mXRF. It is evident
that RSD values of reproducibility vary largely between different
elements, with a difference of 4 orders of magnitude between
the most reproducible element (Ca, RSD of 0.03) and the least
reproducible element (Cl, RSD > 600). Fig. 2 also shows that for
most elements, the RSDs for both deconvolution and repro-
ducibility decrease asymptotically with increasing integration
time. Elements not following this asymptotic trend include Cl,
K, Ca, Ti, Cr, Ni and Rb. Except for Ca, all these elements have
very high reproducibility RSD values (>2) and their deconvolu-
tion RSDs are generally higher than those of reproducibility. For
Cl, Ti, Cr and Rb, RSDs of deconvolution increase with longer
integration times, showing an opposite trend compared to other
elements. Elements with asymptotically decreasing RSD values
have reproducibility RSDs that are higher than the deconvolu-
tion RSDs. For Na, Si, S, Ni and Ba reproducibility RSDs are
always above 1. Other elements, such as Mg, Cu and Pb, have
RSDs greater than 1 for short integration times but RSDs
decrease to values smaller than 1 over longer integration times.
Br, Al, P, Mn, Fe, Zn and Sr on the other hand have RSDs that
never exceed 1 even for short integration times. For some
elements (e.g. Mg, P and Sr), the difference between deconvo-
lution RSD and reproducibility RSD is very small, while other
Fig. 2 Overview of the changes in RSD with increasing integration time f
Solid lines are RSDs of reproducibility of the mass fractions and dashed
generally lower than errors of reproducibility and decrease with longer in
the reproducibility errors and increase with the measurement time for e

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
elements (e.g. Si, Ca and Fe) show relatively large differences
between their RSD of deconvolution and their actual repro-
ducibility errors.
3.3 Comparison of measurement strategies

Fig. 3 shows the evolution of RSDs of reproducibility for Ca, Fe,
Sr andMn in the CRM393 standard for each of the four different
measurement strategies on the mXRF and for the measurements
on the pXRF. The highest RSD, and therefore the lowest preci-
sion, is found for the multiple spot and pXRF measurements.
Even for long integration times (>60 s), the pXRF retains a low
reproducibility, while the RSDs of the mXRF average spot, single
spot and map measurements decrease to lower values with
longer integration times. mXRF measurements taken with the
multiple spot strategy also have high RSD values even for long
integration times (see also Fig. 2). As mentioned before, the
single spot strategy has lower RSDs of reproducibility than the
multiple spot strategy but is less a realistic approximation of
measuring one random spot on a sample surface because it
does not take into account changes in surface properties across
the sample. The average spot strategy performs better (lower
RSDs) for Ca, Fe andMn and yields one of the lowest RSD values
or all elements using the different spot measurement strategy on mXRF.
lines are RSDs of deconvolution errors. Errors of deconvolution are
tegration times. Note that the errors of deconvolution are higher than
lements with high RDSs, such as Cl, Ti and Cr.

J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2017, 32, 1211–1223 | 1215



Fig. 3 Overview of the evolution of RSDs with increasing integration time for all four mXRFmeasurement strategies and the pXRFmeasurements.
The elements Mn (purple), Fe (orange), Sr (blue) and Ca (green) are shown in different colors and the measurement strategies are represented by
different symbols. Note that the integration time axis is shorter for pXRF measurements, which were not performed for times longer than 2
minutes. The vertical scale is the same for each graph.
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for Sr. For all elements, the highest precisions are reached with
the single spot strategy and map strategies. Fig. 3 further
demonstrates that, while all strategies yield lower RSDs with
increasing integration times, the shape of the logarithmic curve
describing this evolution is different for different strategies. The
pXRFmeasurements are described by atter curves, starting out
with high RSD values and reaching stable precisions at shorter
integration times than the mXRF measurements. Repeated
measurements on the same spot of the sample powder show the
best increase in precision aer long integration times. In most
of the other strategies, the increase in precision of the
measurements occurs rather quickly and increases at longer
integration times (>60 s) are small or absent. Fig. 3 shows clearly
that results with the single spot strategy are much more
repeatable than those using the multiple spot strategy as
a result of the effect of sample surface heterogeneity on repro-
ducibility of multiple spot measurements. The average spot
strategy also yields more repeatable results than the multiple
spot strategy. For some strategies (e.g. pXRF method and
multiple spot strategy) the difference in precision between
elements is less than for other strategies (e.g. single spot and
map strategies), although most of the variation seems to be
1216 | J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2017, 32, 1211–1223
caused by the very low RSDs for Ca in these single spot and map
strategies.

Relative errors are variable for different elements. Of the
selected elements in Fig. 2, Mn and Fe have the highest RSD
values in most strategies, while Ca and Sr are measured with
more precision. There is a difference between the examined
elements in terms of the minimum integration time that is
needed for the RSD value to stabilize. Some elements, like Fe
and Ca, show RSDs that decrease steeply and reach their
asymptotic value at low integration times, while Sr and Mn RSD
values only stabilize with higher integration times.
3.4 Accuracy of XRF methods

To illustrate the accuracy of mXRF measurements, the values
obtained for ve elements (Ca, Fe, Sr, Mn andMg) with different
measurement times on all three standards using the multiple
spot strategy are plotted against the certied values for these
elements (Fig. 4). Mg is added to show how the factory one-point
calibration FP quantication method of the Bruker M4 Tornado
performs over large mass fraction differences (i.e. between the
dolomite and limestone standards). Fig. 4 shows that the
CRM393 standard used for the one-point calibration falls on or
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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near the 1 : 1 line, showing that FP quantication gives accurate
results for samples with mass fractions close to the calibration
standard. The measured mass fractions are generally less
accurate when the elemental mass fractions in the measured
samples (CRM512 and ECRM782) deviate further from the mass
fractions of the same elements in the calibration standard
(CRM393). Fig. 4 also illustrates that the mass fraction curves
generally approach the 1 : 1 line with increasing integration
time, resulting in better accuracies for measurements with
longer integration times. Variations between lines of different
integration times become progressively smaller, illustrating the
asymptotic character displayed by most XRF results with
increasing integration time (see Fig. 2). Elements with low mass
fractions (e.g. Sr in ECRM782) are measured by using the mXRF
plot relatively far away from the 1 : 1 line, while higher mass
fractions (e.g. Ca and Mg) are generally measured more accu-
rately, except when mass fractions deviate far from the mass
fraction in the calibration standard (CRM393).
4. Discussion
4.1 Measurement strategies

Fig. 2–4 illustrate that the reproducibility and accuracy of XRF
measurements varies with the applied measurement strategy,
the integration time, the element that is measured and its mass
Fig. 4 Overview of the change in accuracy (represented by the distan
changing integration times and for different elements. Note that CRM3
parameters method was calibrated using this standard. Note also that me
with increasing integration time, and that elements with a low mass frac

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
fraction in the sample. While some elements (e.g. Cl, Ti and Cr)
never reach satisfactory (RSD < 0.33) values, the reproducibility
of other elements can be greatly improved by choosing the
appropriate measurement strategy and integration time.

Fig. 2 demonstrates that the error of deconvolution always
underestimates the (real) error of reproducibility for repeatable
element mass fractions. The reason for this difference is that
the error of deconvolution measures the error in the calculation
of mass fractions from XRF spectra,33,34 without taking into
account the errors associated with the measurement conditions
and sample properties. Errors of deconvolution will not include
variation caused by differences in sample preparation and
measurement strategy, and are solely dependent on the total
amount of XRF counts in the entire spectrum, and therefore on
the integration time. This difference is clearly illustrated in
Fig. 3, where the difference in RSD between single spot
measurements and multiple spot measurements is shown.
Changes in the properties of the surface of the material that is
being measured (in this case CRM393 limestone powder) cause
this offset. The multiple spot strategy is a better approximation
of the reproducibility error that has to be taken into account
when measuring a random spot on the sample surface. Surface
effects are of greater relative importance for some elements (e.g.
Ca) than for others (e.g. Sr), and therefore need to be taken into
ce to the 1 : 1 line) of different spot measurements on the mXRF with
93 values are always closest to the 1 : 1 line because the fundamental
asurements generally approach the 1 : 1 line (become more accurate)
tion (e.g. Sr in ECRM782) are less accurate.

J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2017, 32, 1211–1223 | 1217
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account in the measurement of individual trace element
records as well as in the calculation of trace element ratios.

The pXRF clearly performs worse than all mXRF sampling
strategies, except for the multiple point strategy, in terms of
reproducibility (Fig. 3). The shallow RSD curve of the pXRF shows
that not much improvement can be made by extending the
measurement time beyond �60 seconds. A similar conclusion
was reached by Ross et al.8 while measuring a ne-grainedmarine
sediment standard with a pXRF with similar varying integration
times as used in this study. However, reproducibility values for Fe,
Ca and Sr do reach satisfactory values (<0.1) already aer 10
seconds of measurements, showing that the pXRF is a fast and
robust means of measuring the mass fractions of common trace
and major elements in carbonate powders. The high RSD of Mn
shows that the reproducibility of the pXRF quickly diminishes for
elements with lower mass fractions (<30 mg g�1).

Because the single spot strategy is not a realistic approxi-
mation of choosing one measurement spot on a sample surface,
three sampling strategies for the mXRF remain to be discussed.
Based on the data presented in Fig. 3, the strategy of choosing
one spot on the sample surface (represented by multiple spot
measurements) yields repeatable values (RSD < 0.33) though
with relatively high errors of reproducibility for Mn and Fe and
higher RSDs than other strategies for Ca and Sr. Much better
results are reached with the strategy of averaging 10 point
measurements. Nevertheless, mapping a part of the surface and
averaging out over this area yields the best result in terms of
reproducibility (Fig. 3). The success of these strategies lies in
their ability to reduce the inuence of heterogeneities in the
sample surface and matrix, which is crucial for a small-spot,
surface-based method such as mXRF.2 For the same reason, the
larger spot size of the pXRF (6–8 mm) allows it to compete with
the multiple spot strategy in terms of reproducibility for the
aforementioned selection of elements.
4.2 Accuracy

The data presented in Fig. 4 illustrates another issue that needs
to be addressed carefully in XRF measurements: the sample
matrix. The effects of the different matrices between the
calcium carbonate and dolomite standards result in an offset of
measured values from the certied values. Although an increase
in integration time seems to reduce this offset, using longer
integration times does not entirely cancel matrix-related
differences (Fig. 4). This illustrates that XRF measurements
must always be calibrated using standards with the samematrix
as the samples (matrix-matched). High accuracies can be
reached using the mXRF method, as shown by the results of the
CRM393 standard, which was calibrated using different
measurements on sub-samples of the same standard. Trace and
major elemental mass fractions of the other standards, which
are close to those of CRM393, have higher accuracies (Fig. 4).
Therefore, the calibration standard for XRF measurements
should be as close as possible to the measured sample in matrix
and composition.1,2 This limitation poses problems for XRF
analysis of samples with a heterogeneous matrix, such as
sedimentary records with alternations of different lithologies
1218 | J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2017, 32, 1211–1223
using the fundamental parameter quantication supported by
only one standard.
4.3 Integration time

As shown in Fig. 1, accuracy and reproducibility of XRF
measurements generally tend to increase with integration time.
This behavior is also observed in Fig. 2–4, showing a decrease of
the RSD and a shi of the results towards certied values with
increasing integration time (see also ref. 8, 31 and 32). Elements
not following this evolution through integration time in mXRF
measurements (e.g. in this case Cl, K, Ti, Cr, Ni and Rb)
generally do not produce repeatable results (i.e. RSD > 1, Fig. 2).
The error of deconvolution for these elements increases with
the integration time, showing that their peaks in the XRF
spectrum diminish with higher integration times. These peaks
are not likely to represent uorescence of the element in the
sample, and may instead be noise in the spectrum or secondary
peaks induced by other elements or the Rh source (e.g. the peak
of Cl-Ka overlaps with that of Rh-L series, Table 1). Other
phenomena that can cause these peaks to appear in regions of
the spectra associated with the aforementioned elements are
the occurrence of sum-peaks and escape-peaks.1,2 These arte-
facts can originate due to the interference of two X-ray photons
(sum peaks) or of X-ray photons with the detector material
(escape peaks). While the Esprit soware corrects for the pres-
ence of such artefacts, complex interference and artefacts of the
correction itself can still produce XRF peaks that do not repre-
sent the uorescence of an element. The example in this study
shows that peak identication remains a user-guided process
and that care must always be taken to only identify peaks of
elements that are really present to avoid false positive results.
One straightforward way to check whether an XRF peak repre-
sents an element is to identify a second uorescence peak of
this element in the spectrum.1,2 The actual mass fractions of
elements that are affected by these phenomena in the standards
used in this study is too low for a reliable measurement. The
evolution of the RSD of Ca is an exception to this asymptotic
pattern. Both the values of RSD for Ca and the changes in RSD
for Ca are very low on account of the high mass fraction of Ca in
the standards used in this study. Furthermore, the fundamental
parameter quantication procedure of the Esprit soware uses
Ca to calculate the mass fractions of the elements C and O by
stoichiometric proportions as well as to complete the sum of
mass to 100%, assuming a carbonate matrix. This so-called
quantify-per-difference methodology yields more accurate mass
fractions of trace elements in carbonate samples, but limits the
variability of Ca mass fraction resulting in the low variation in
RSD of Ca. Aer calculating an initial mass fraction for Ca based
on the Ca-peak in the XRF spectrum, the method adjusts
elemental mass fractions to sum the total mass to 100%.
Because Ca is identied as the main measurable matrix
element, its mass fraction is used to complete the sum of all
mass fractions to 100%. This also explains why, contrary to Sr,
Mn and Fe (see Fig. 1), Ca mass fractions do not converge to
a value as close to the certied value. While Ca mass fractions of
long integration time measurements are still accurate within
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017



Table 1 Table showing the calculated minimum integration times by which a reliable measurement is reached and after which no significant
improvement occurs with increasing measurement time for all measurement strategies and methods applied in this study. Red text and empty
positions indicatemeasurements for which the threshold could not be calculated because it is not reachedwithin themeasured time frame. Zero
values indicate that the threshold for reliable measurement was reached at the shortest integration time (3 s)
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one standard deviation, the quantify-per-difference method
adds or removes Ca to complete the sum to 100% for each
measurement, creating the slight offset observed in Fig. 1. The
(soil) fundamental parameter quantication of the pXRF uses
the SiO2 mass fraction to sum the total weight to 100%. As
a result, Si mass fractions from pXRF measurements will show
a similar lack of improvement in RSD and accuracy with
increasing measurement time.
4.4 Thresholds for reliable measurements

Several authors have proposed thresholds (for mass fractions
and measurement times) for the reliable detection and quan-
tication of XRF spectra based on the error of deconvolution,
such as LLD and LLQ.29,37,38,40 Fig. 5 shows an example of where
these thresholds are found relative to the asymptotic shape of
the RSD graph and how minimum measurement times for the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
detection and quantication of elements by XRF can be derived
based on these thresholds. An overview of the integration times
by which LLD and LLQ are achieved using different measure-
ment strategies is found in Table 1. However, as discussed
above, the error of deconvolution is not a good predictor of the
total error of measurement and thresholds of measurement
based on errors of real accuracy and reproducibility should be
preferred.

One common way to calculate measurement error based on
repeated analyses is to use one or more SD as the condence
level.29,41–43 Fig. 5 shows the point in the RSD graph where a 3 SD
threshold is reached, and illustrates that the associated inte-
gration time is not an acceptable threshold for a minimum
measurement time, as much better precisions are reached by
increasing the integration time. Instead, the shape of the
asymptotic RSD curve can be used to obtain a recommended
minimum integration time. For elements yielding repeatable
J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2017, 32, 1211–1223 | 1219



Fig. 5 Example of the change in RSD with integration time for Mg using the different spot method on mXRF. The solid black line shows RSDs of
reproducibility and the dashed line shows RSDs of deconvolution. In red is the power curve fitted through the data (equation and coefficient of
determination are reported in the legend) to calculate the Time of Stable Reproducibility (TSR). Horizontal red and green line show positions of 3
and 10 standard deviation thresholds used to calculate the time of lower limit of detection, lower limit of quantification and 3 standard deviations
confidence level. TSR is defined as the time by which the slope of the power curve reaches 10–4 RSD per s.
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measurements, this curve describes a negative power function
of the form y¼ xa � b, in which y is the RSD, x is the integration
time and a and b are constants. In this function, a is negative for
elements for which RSD decreases with increasing integration
time (Fig. 5). To use this model, a conservative threshold of 10�4

RSD per s is proposed to represent a negligible rate of
improvement of RSDs with increasing measurement time.
When this threshold is reached, an unrealistic measurement
period of 10 000 s (about 3 hours) would be needed to improve
the RSD by one unit. The time by which this happens is
proposed as an adequate threshold for reliable measurements
and will be referred to as the Time of Stable Reproducibility
(TSR). An overview of TSR values for all elements measured by
various strategies on the three standards is given in Table 1.
Note that the decision of this threshold is arbitrary, as the power
function dictates that precision will keep increasing even for
very long integration times and will never become completely
stable. Depending on the research question and the available
time on the machine, less conservative thresholds could be
deemed sufficient as long as the reason for choosing these
thresholds is motivated.

Alternatively, a threshold may be proposed based on the
accuracy of measurement rather than the reproducibility. Such
1220 | J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2017, 32, 1211–1223
a threshold is reached for a particular measurement strategy
and element when the measured mass fraction falls within
a condence level of two SDs of reproducibility of the most
accurate measurement (the measurement using 1800 s inte-
gration time in the case of mXRF measurements, Fig. 1). Aer
this threshold, an increase inmeasurement time does not imply
a signicant increase in the accuracy of the measurement, and
is therefore not necessary. The integration times by which this
threshold is reached is referred to as the Time of Stable Accu-
racy (TSA). As with the TSR, this condence level can be altered
(e.g. to 3 SDs) in function of the needs of the study. Values for
TSA for all measurement strategies and elements were calcu-
lated by interpolation of the intersection of mass fraction
graphs (Fig. 1) with 2 SD condence levels of the 1800 s
measurements, and are shown in Table 1.
4.5 Minimum integration time

The integration time thresholds calculated using the four
different strategies are shown in Table 1. From this table, it is
clear that thresholds based on error of deconvolution (LLD and
LLQ) generally underestimate the time needed to reach a stable
reproducibility. As discussed above, a threshold for minimum
measurement time based on error of deconvolution cannot be
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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used to recommend a measurement strategy and integration
time. Therefore, it is recommended that another threshold
based on total errors of measurement, dened by reproduc-
ibility (TSR) or accuracy (TSA), is used instead of LLD or LLQ to
determine the appropriate measurement strategy and integra-
tion time in carbonate XRF analysis. While detection and
quantication limits based on errors of deconvolution seem to
provide a method-independent indication of measurement
quality, they fail to report the total error of the measurement:
they should therefore be avoided as indicators of measurement
precision.

The comparison between TSR and TSA is not straightfor-
ward, because the total error on the 1800 smeasurement is large
for some measurement strategies, resulting in high TSR times
but low TSA times. Also, for some elements like Sr in CRM393
(see Fig. 1), the mean mass fraction of the 30 measurements
does not show much change with longer integration times,
while the reproducibility of the measurement increases signif-
icantly. Since for most measurements reproducibility shows
more improvement with increasing integration time than
accuracy, the most conservative integration time threshold for
reliable measurement is the TSR.

Based on TSR, the minimum integration time recommended
for most mXRF measurement strategies discussed in this study
is in the order of minutes (100–300 seconds for most elements).
Table 1 shows that for carbonate powders, the recommended
strategy with the highest accuracy and reproducibility on
common trace elements is to either map the surface of the
powder for 300 to 1800 s (mapping strategy) or to combine 10
random spots on the surface using an integration time of 60 to
300 s per spot (average point strategy). Measurements of one
random spot (illustrated by the multiple spot strategy) either do
not reach signicant reproducibility (RSD < 0.33) or require very
long integration times to achieve accurate results. This differ-
ence is a result of heterogeneity in the sample surface and in the
properties of the powder and should also be taken into account
for other surface based methods (i.e. X-ray diffraction, color
analysis and Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy).

Results in Table 1 also demonstrate that the pXRF can be
used for the detection and even for the quantitative measure-
ment of some elements (e.g. Ca, Fe and Sr) in a calcium
carbonate material using a �120 s integration time, but the
precisions reached by the handheld instrument are not suffi-
cient to quantify most other elements with condence within
a realistic timeframe. However, the handheld technique can
still be used in a semi-quantitative way for elements that can be
detected but not quantied (above the LLD but below the LLQ;
Table 1). This makes the pXRF a useful tool to detect and
discuss relative variations of elements, which can be very useful
for initial survey studies in the eld. However, attention should
always be given to the surface and weathering conditions of the
measured samples in the eld.3,31,32
4.6 Applications and further research

This study focuses on XRFmeasurements on calcium carbonate
and dolomite materials, commonly investigated in paleoclimate
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
studies. It must be emphasized that the intention of this work is
not to provide minimal measurement times for all elements for
all types of carbonate materials. Calcium carbonates and dolo-
mites have specic matrix effects and ranges of mass fractions
of elements. Because these matrix effects have a large impact on
XRF measurements, they need to be isolated specically for the
studied material. Investigations of TSR and TSA using appro-
priate, matrix-matched, reference materials should be set-up for
different types of materials and should be the basis of every
thorough XRF study. If such standards are not available, ICP-MS
measurements on homogenous samples can be used to cali-
brate in-house XRF standards to serve this purpose. In order to
improve the accuracy of XRF measurements of a specic
material, a calibration curve for this material can be con-
structed. A more extended study using a broader range of
(certied) carbonate materials with this goal could certainly be
a good addition to the discussion of the reliability of XRF
measurements on carbonate and other materials. In addition,
since different materials will have different matrix effects,
single-point, multiple-point or surface integration measure-
ment strategies could be compared in other studies to further
isolate the effect of sample matrix on XRF measurement
strategies.

Other applications of the methodological approach pre-
sented in this study could not just focus on optimizing repro-
ducibility or accuracy but rather on other research questions
where the integration time is a critical parameter. Examples
include the calculation of minimal or maximal acquisition
times for methods where long exposure can damage a sample or
where long measurement times are expensive (e.g. SR-XRF).
Alternatively, the TSR and TSA approach can be applied to any
type of transient signal acquisition where acquisition time per
point inuences the reliability of the result (e.g. XRF line
scanning, depth proling, laser ablation, etc.). In the example of
LA-ICP-MS or XRF line scanning, the TSR and TSA can be
applied to calculate scanning speeds and spatial resolution of
reproducible measurements.

5. Conclusions

In this study we present a novel approach to assign appropriate
measurement strategies for XRF measurements on calcium
carbonate and dolomite materials. We also demonstrate that
conventional limits of detection and quantication, which are
solely based on the XRF spectrum properties, underestimate
appropriate measurement times as they do not take into
account, for example, matrix and surface effects. Our method-
ological approach is easily applicable to other types of
measurements and materials as well.

Systematic testing of the effect of changing measurement
strategy and integration time on XRF measurement results
shows the advantages and limitations of using handheld
portable XRF and laboratory scale mXRF methods to determine
mass fractions of trace elements in calcium carbonate and
dolomite powders. These results show that accuracy and
reproducibility can be improved signicantly, though not
indenitely, by increasing the integration time of the XRF
J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2017, 32, 1211–1223 | 1221
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measurement. However, this improvement remains limited and
thresholds based on reproducibility and accuracy of the
measurements can be established to show aer which length of
time an increase in measurement time cannot improve the
quality of the measurement signicantly. For the determination
of such thresholds, two new techniques are proposed, namely
the Time of Stable Reproducibility (TSR) and the Time of Stable
Accuracy (TSA). These thresholds can be determined for a given
measurement strategy, instrument setup, sample preparation
and sample matrix and used as a guideline for measuring
samples under these conditions. As surface properties and
matrix effects have a signicant effect on the quality of XRF
results, the abovementioned thresholds for the measurement
time provide a better estimation of the time needed to achieve
reliable XRF results than the conventional limits of detection
and quantication, which are solely based on the XRF spectrum
properties. According to these thresholds for reliable measure-
ments, it can be concluded that the most precise results in
terms of quantitative trace element analysis are achieved by
averaging the results of multiple mXRF point measurements or
integrating a mXRF-mapped surface of the sample. Most
common trace elements (e.g. Sr, Mn and Fe) can be quantied
using the Bruker M4 Tornado mXRF with an integration time of
60 s to 300 s. Satisfactory results are obtained using the Bruker
Tracer pXRF for Ca, Fe and Sr, though less precise than the
mXRF, aer 120 s of measurement, and it is suitable for semi-
quantitative analysis of other detectable trace elements.
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